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Posts (Just a few of our most popular posts)

P312-C1 P312-SH1 P458-SC3 P458-SC4 P512-SH1 P512-SH2

Spindles (most popular spindles shown)

Other species available upon request

M5 M9 M74M11 M14 M15 SP134-C1 TS134-19

Railings (most popular shown)

3141 RAIL2x4 RAIL 2x6 RAIL ARAIL234-HP

BRAIL258 DRAIL258 DRAIL300ARAIL300 KARDY214

MIS-112 MIS-214 RRAIL214NCMIS312
Available in Oak, Poplar, & Hard White Maple

NCMIS514

ARAIL258 ARAIL300-HP

BRAIL234-HP

TRAIL258



Wall Brackets (most popular shown)

Other Products

Mouldings (most popular shown)

MWBKT-RD MWBKT-SQ MWBKT-WC

• Solid wood tread covers
• Custom treads for open and closed rise
• Butcher block countertops
• Cutting boards
• Headers
• Dimensional lumber
• Custom stairs
• Custom metal balusters
• Custom CNC operations (5 axis)

Visit our website or call for more information



QSR Canada Ltd.
Unit A, 8080 36 St SE
Calgary, AB  T2C 2J4
403.287-1101
qsrcanada.ca

Our Story
For homeowners and builders who want beauty, quality and 
longevity from their interiors.  QSR is a finishing material 
manufacturer providing Canadian grown and made, grade A 
hardwood products at factory direct prices, in any order size, for 
pickup or delivery across Canada.  Unlike large home improvement 
stores, we refuse to compromise on the standard of our materials, 
instead offering unrivalled value by keeping retail and staffing costs 
low - meaning our customers receive the very best products at the 
very best prices.

QSR was born in 1981.  Originally meeting local needs in rural 
southern Alberta, demand for our higher quality milled products 
began to grow.  We set up in a 5,000 square foot space and over 
time added high quality equipment while we developed our 
expertise.  It wasn’t until 2006 that we began branding QSR, 
dedicating most of our efforts to Stair products.  In 2008 we 
opened our first Calgary Warehouse to meet the needs in that 
market.

In 2013, we moved in to our current factory location.  Our 23,000 
square foot facility is state of the art, and our machinery runs at the 
highest rpm and lowest tolerances in order to exceed our customer 
demands for the best quality in the industry.

We intend to stay true to our commitment to use only the highest 
quality rough stock available, and continually add products on the 
cutting edge of the millwork industry.


